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KPMG have the best and most complete set of financial statements1 of all the Big Four and 
their segmental information is complete.  However, the segmental profit breakdown is not 
really believable as presented here. For example, it shows management consulting having half 
the profitability of audit which is at variance with all the other data we have collected. The 
result is mainly, we think, because there is a major slice of costs not allocated to any of the 
segments. Adjusting for a more ‘equitable’ overhead allocation, our conjecture is that audit 
would be the least profitable as it is for all the other Big Four firm’s segments. It’s a pity that 
none of the other Big Four disclose segmental information in their Companies House returns 
as many would like to see all Big Four make this available routinely. 

Table 8.1 KPMG Segmental Reporting 
2016 Revenue

£m
Revenue 

% of 
total

Assets
£m

Profit 
£m 

Profit / 
Revenue 

% 
Audit £488 27% £76 £184 38% 
Tax £410 23% £137 £159 39% 
Deal Advisory £386 22% £82 £156 40% 
Risk Consulting £236 13% £52 £92 39% 
Management Consulting £257 14% £77 £54 21% 

£1,777 100% £424 £645 36% 
Unallocated costs £433
Net profit £374

2015 Revenue
£m

Revenue 
% of 
total

Assets
£m

Profit 
£m 

Profit / 
Revenue 

% 
Audit £472 27% £75 £197 42% 
Tax £395 22% £136 £151 38% 
Deal Advisory £364 20% £68 £147 40% 
Risk Consulting £248 14% £57 £102 41% 
Management Consulting £227 13% £68 £59 26% 

£1,706 96% £404 £656 38% 
Unallocated costs £423
Net profit £383

 Source: KPMG Annual Report 2016 from Companies House 
NB these terms relate to and are unique to KPMG and their composition is defined 
uniquely by KPMG internal conventions. This does not carry-over to the other Big Four 

1 In their companies house return.  
Available at: 
https://beta.companieshouse.gov.uk/ 
Accessed July 2018. 
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Box 8.2 Possible definitions of KPMG’s segments 
 
Deal advisory. This refers to assistance provided to stay on top of the issues when you buy, 
sell, partner, fund or fix a business – this is part of the consulting division. All of the Big 
Four are keen on this transactional type of business. To some extent they have taken over 
from the investment banks, or work in cooperation with them (in a way turbo-charging their 
performance). 
 
Risk consulting – Aspects of risk consulting may actually be necessary for the expanded 
audit work we are envisaging. So part of this group may form part of the ‘audit only’ entity.
 
Management consulting – This catch all term includes major IT work, some small business 
accounting (a KPMG strong point), growth (called ‘enterprise’ by KPMG) and other digital 
functions including their use of software and forensic accounting. 
 

 
Table 8.1 has the segment spit of the financials, but their definitions could possibly be as in 
Box 8.2. The terms and definitions within the Big 4 are  arbitrary and they will differ between 
firms. 
 


